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The selections reproduced in this document are from discussion papers prepared for 
AAC&U Board consideration as AAC&U’s strategic plan pledge to provide influential 
public advocacy for liberal education evolved.  Initially conceived as public advocacy 
alone, LEAP eventually became a multi-front effort that included 1)  public advocacy for 
liberal education; 2) evidence concerning students’ achievement of “essential learning 
outcomes”; and 3) educational change on campus to foster liberal learning across-the-
curriculum, including learning by doing.   
 
January, 2003   Excerpt from A Report on the Presidents’ Campaign for the 
Advancement of Liberal Learning (CALL).  
 
 The last section of this report on the advocacy effort titled Presidents’ CALL 
 (Campaign for the Advancement of Liberal Learning) contains notes on 
 “Expanding the CALL” and points toward themes that were eventually included 
 in the LEAP initiative, such as a National Leadership Council, presidential 
 leadership, media engagement, and evidence on students’ achievement of liberal 
 learning outcomes. 
 
January, 2004   Draft Working Paper and Plan for “Sounding the Call for Liberal 
Education: Because Every Student Deserves Our Best.” 
 
 Written as internal notes for fundraising, this document predates the public 
 opinion research AAC&U commissioned in 2004 on employer and student views 
 of liberal education. Its narrow focus on a proposed Coalition for Liberal 
 Education (a different name for what became the National Leadership Council) 
 provides an illuminating contrast with the much more comprehensive LEAP plan 
 that the Board eventually approved. 
 
October, 2004  Board Working Paper on “Liberal Education and America’s Promise: 
Engaging the Public with What Matters in College.” 
 
 This version of the LEAP plan sets forth four “strands” of work, including 
 AAC&U’s own development of new capacity as both an advocate and 
 a fundraiser for the advancement of liberal education.  Note that the 
 campaign title was still a work in progress.  When launched in January, 2005 
 LEAP was subtitled:  “Excellence for Everyone as a Nation Goes to College.” 
   



AAC&U Senior Fellow Tamar March is working now to identify business and civic leaders whose 
organizations might themselves become sponsors for public dialogues about the aims of higher 
education. 

AAC&U has proposed to Carnegie Corporation that the Corporation itself take responsibility for 
organizing a well-publicized discussion of the aims of education for the 21 51 century to be held in 
the New York City region. There has been initial interest at Carnegie and a decision is pending. 

Themes in the CALL Discussions 

On the whole, Dialogue participants have been overwhelmingly positive about the Greater 
Expectations (GEX) report and its recommendations for an engaged and practical liberal 
education for all students. They approved the particular goals for college learning the GEX 
report proposes, and the GEX argument that achieving these outcomes will require more 
intentional partnerships between school and college. In this respect, the Dialogues suggest that 
the GEX report met its goal of speaking to a broad public, as well as the academic community. 

Dialogue participants also endorsed the report's inclusive approach to liberal education. In 
some Dialogues, endorsement turned into a missionary zeal about ensuring equal access for all 
communities to what has historically been recognized as the best form of education our society 
provides. In other words, denial of liberal education was viewed as a denial of full opportunity. 

In plenary sessions and in small groups, Dialogue participants both attested to the value of 
liberal education as intellectual and ethical development, and also endorsed the report's call for 
a more "hands-on" and collaborative approach to student learning. Many participants spoke 
vehemently against "narrow job training." Participating executives at technology companies 
from both Maryland and Texas, for instance, observed that employees with narrow training only 
turn out to be ineffective workers. These charges, which no one contested, run directly counter 
to the frequently made claim that certificate training programs are outpacing higher education in 
setting standards for quality. 

Participants at the events sponsored by Trinity College and North Carolina State/Duke 
University urged company executives to expand the CALL Dialogues to include those 
responsible for hiring in business and industry. "Human resource offices aren't on the same 
page as the CEO's when it comes to education," one participant observed. 

AAC&U correctly anticipated that there would be a positive public response to the idea of 
making liberal education both "hands-on" and practical. Overall, however, the non-academic 
participants in the Dialogues were even more enthusiastic about the GEX call for a renewed 
commitment to education for ethical integrity, personal and social responsibility and civic 
engagement. Some participants expressed concern that many new workers lack the sense of 
responsibility to the whole that the workplace requires. Others, clearly responding to the Enron 
syndrome, wanted to see a very strong educational emphasis on ethical integrity and its 
applications in the wider world. While both civic engagement and ethics were embraced, 
fostering ethical integrity seemed the goal many Dialogue participants viewed as especially 
urgent. 

In thoughtful and non-contentious ways, many of the Dialogue groups also discussed 
democracy's need for educated citizens who know and can respond respectfully to 
communities, cultures, histories and viewpoints other than their own. Overall, participants 
exhibited a very sophisticated understanding of the dynamic interaction between democratic 
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values and the willingness to respect diversity. There were many expressions of support for 
higher education's role in educating students for a diverse society, and no apparent dissenters. 
There were echoes in some of the Dialogues of the Ford Foundation's national finding that the 
public believes both that Americans are growing apart and also that learning about diversity in 
college can help bring a divided society together. 

Competing Visions 

With most participants finding the report's educational vision highly attractive, the only severe 
critique came from an Indiana newspaper publisher actively involved with the American Council 
of Trustees and Alumni, which supports a "true" core curriculum. As an invited respondent, she 
found the report "vacuous." A few other participants, picking up on the report's contention that 
many student? are ill-prepared for college-level work, blamed higher education for admitting 
such students and called on the academy to raise admissions standards. The report had not 
persuaded them that the United States has moved beyond exclusionary approaches to 
excellence to a new era in which every student must count. 

The more pervasive issue was the clash of inherited conceptions of the liberal arts with the 
comprehensive vision advanced in the report. Despite written and oral explanations that the 
GEX report calls for all subjects to be taught as liberal education, many Dialogue participants 
offered comments that were really in support of the liberal arts disciplines, the humanities, or a 
particular type of college. These inherited mental models appear very well-established and 
difficult to dislodge. 

New Allies for Liberal Learning? 

Overall, the \pialogues were a gathering of the well-informed public, rather than a cross-section 
of U.S. society at large. But their success, and the enthusiasm they engendered, demonstrates 
that members of the "informed public" can, if cultivated, become positive allies for campuses 
and for AAC&U in building public support for liberal education. Indeed, AAC&U has received 
some inquiries about organizing CALL Dialogues from presidents who first learned of them from 
campus colleagues who had taken part in one at another institution. 

Most of the issues discussed in the Dialogues-such as diversity or civic engagement--have 
been thoroughly canvassed on many campuses. Yet clearly, these were fresh rather than 
familiar conversations for the non-academic participants. Moreover, the Dialogues 
highlighted concerns-such as education for integrity and responsibility-that have 
discernible resonance for public leaders. 

The Dialogues, in short, provided evidence both that the public has had few invitations to 
explore the ultimate aims of higher learning -- and, that the well-informed public at least, 
will respond to such invitations with enthusiasm and thoughtful judgment. 
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Expanding the CALL - 2003 and Beyond 

Goals 

1. Provide moral and educational leadership--persuade college presidents to become 

advocates for an invigorated liberal education for all students 

2. Provide resources to presidents and other leaders to enable them to become better 

advocates 

3. Build awareness and support for practical and engaged le among some key 

stakeholders (business leaders, civic leaders, selected school leaders). 

4. Make the aims of liberal education transparent and widely cited 

5. Provide data and examples in support of our claims of value of liberal education and 

needed reforms in undergraduate education. 

Strategies 

1. Continue solicitation of signers and publicity for their participation. 

2. Sponsor Campus-Community dialogues focused on business, communications, and 

secondary school constituents. 

3. Use dialogues to generate more media coverage. 

4. Continue media outreach for stories on campaign as a whole - work with 

communications advisors to develop media themes. 

5. Develop cadre of business and communications leaders willing to advise and speak out 

in support of liberal education in their own circles. 

6. Connect with other efforts already underway by business to draw attention to our 

educational issues. 

7. With external funding, develop Commission on Liberal Learning in the 21st Century; 

involve presidents and other visible spokespeople for educational excellence (to advice 

on strategy, become advocates in key policy arenas; connect with media; help raise 

funds. Set initial time limit of three to five years. 

8. Develop leadership groups within Commission to connect to key educational reform 

efforts: e.g. accreditation, school reform, p~ 16 efforts, state decision, college admission. 

9. Hold Summit for presidents - at which we announce the Commission. 

10. With external funding, develop National Indicators of College Preparation and 

Achievement Report, with its own advisory panel of researchers as well as lead 

researchers who co-author the report in consultation with the Commission and with 

AAC&U staff. 
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Preface 

Sounding the .can for Liberal ~ducation 
Because Every Student Deserves Our Best 

Draft 

There is widespread agreement that college has become an imperative for twenty,..first century 
Americans. Sophisticated knowledge and skills now fuel the economy and have become key 
determinants of both workplace creativity and economic opportunity. Simultaneously Americans 
as citizens face challenges-at home and abroad-that are unprecedented in their complexity 
and in their demands on human knowledge and ingenuity. This is an era of greater 
expectations for knowledge, skill, and continuous learning in every arena of contemporary life. 

In response; there are vigorous efforts at every leve! to expand access to college. Families 
seek college access; schools promote it; policy leaders and presidential candidates warmly 
endorse it. The rates of actual college enrollment remain inequitable, with .1ow,.income students 
and many communities .of color stili ·lagging behind •. But the overall trend is clear: college has 
become for thetwenty-first century what high school became in the twentieth, the expected 
pqint of departure for full partidpation both in the economy and in civic life. 

For allth~Jrppo~ance n,ow placed qn college, however, there is stunningly little public attention 
paid to Wha~ $fyp.erits ought t() accomplish in college. Public debate focuses almost exclusively 
on ac?ess an°' (l~Ordal)ility .. Intermittent policy calls for educational "accountability" prove 
vacuous becaus,~.there is virtual;ly no national dialogue-much less any consensus-around the 
questions: f()fl.ege for w,har?. Wncitkinds of learning really matter in college-and in 
con~emp?:ra.l)'Hfe'? ~ow do We en~ure that graduates are really prepared for a lifetime of 
continuo~s le~)~.irt9? Thisvac:uurri is ~o taken for grante,d that some policymakers now propose 
to hold coU~$es ahd Universities "accfo.ontable"just for their rates of graduation, as though seat
time i.s synqnyrf)oos with. actual accomplishment. 

1. $ouhding~he.¢anfor Liberal Education 

Recqgniz(ng.the public .~ta~e in the EJ¢tyalquality ()f college'."level. learning, the Association of 
Ameri.c.~ri.~Qi1~$e$ apd lJ.pi\,f~r~lties . .J~C&UJ proppsesJoshape a brnad naUonal dialog lie on 
th~~~j~~ues; l;itl~p.S?ur;di/1g W'EJ Cal(; fhj~natiorial dialogue .. Yifil'··examine··the historic ah(i 
cqnt~[iporary impbl"t~nce ()fll~~rB,J;~du9?ti9h in qur society, and wilJ docum~nt the value of a 
ch~ll~?ging ~rdhOrj~on-expandingjibefal.education .for all students, ·whatever. their 
bac~~t<>lJ,[t(j~ q:r; pf'(ff~~sioti~l .a~pirations. Souq(fing thf]. 9a11 will be led by a Coalition tor Liberal 
l::d\.Jp$tiqq,. yY.Rl'~ffl9 \i\{ittj ,pqlJpY.l~~Cf~f~, Wr:i rn~<li? an(j. ca:rnPljSes, the.Coa.lition. wiJI. organize a 
broad. pU~!i.fr~?~.ij')}n~tiop .pf ti)~ ki!18~:pf:i~$rniqg stupym~ .need~ fpr th~. M'enty-first.century. The 
Coalitil:>n~1.s9·Vi(iltpypliqi~~9ha11~~~\,al.re~8¥·~hlergl.f1QiqJhe·a9a86rnY.that c~n. help today's 
diversestl.identsreapthe·fulibenefitsioftheirpartidpatlbnln·higher·education. · . . .. .. . .· .. . .. -· 

SoundingiheCallfqft:ibefal E9ucaii91li1Atill: · 

. ·. s~krk,pyb,ud.~ep~t~·.g~g~tt~e tffn~s;pf .knq\Vle(jge,•···skills. and .• •·.val.ues···rye~d-~d ·.tdf)te,pate 
· · ·s8'·'~~¢~tciq~r)t~ for a ·new era.Cit "gre<:1ter .e~p~ctations,"· both ih tht3 yvorkplace ard in. 

publibahdipriva'te life; · · · · · · · · 

··eonfro~tth~trlh~~e~t inequities ih ·cl1frent.practices·.that st~er lo\IJ~income students to 
c:pH~g~. r:>rqgrarn.s ttiatteachjop skilll) alone, While more atlvantciged students reap the 
Juli be11efit of .E! first~rate liber?l educ13tjon; . . 
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Support every student's right to ~n education-l:leginning in school and culminating in 
college-that develops intelleqtµaLand ethical judgment; ex:pa9ds cµltural, societal and 
scientific horizons; cultivates democratic and global knowledge and engagement, and 
also prepares learners for successful participation in a dynamic and rapidly evolving 
economy; 

Challenge and change the widespread belief that students must choose either a 
practical education or a liberal education; 

Mobilize support for changes on campus that already are producing a new synthesis 
between practical and liberal education; 

Sustain public engagement with the quality and level of co11ege students' preparation for, 
participation in, and cumulative accomplishment in liberal education. 

The mission and composition of the Coalition are described in Part Ill below. 

II. About AAC&U 

AAC&U brings to this endeavor a high level of credibility and a substantial record of 
accomplishment for its work on college-level learning. It is unique among the major institutional 
membership associations both for its exclusive focus on the overall aims of education, and for 
its continuing efforts to ensure that all students reap the full benefits of college. As the late 
Ernest Boyer observed, "I know of no organization that has more consistently focused on the 
single important question: What does it mean to be an educated person?" This focus is more 
than rhetorical. MC&U works closely with its member campuses to adapt the college 
curriculum to a changing world and to test and advance practices that make education more 
engaging, more rigorous, more practical, and more inclusive. 

AAC&U's 900 institutional members represent the entire spectrum of postsecondary education: 
public, private, large, small, research and comprehensive universities, liberal arts and 
community colleges. These diverse colleges and universities come together in a common 
commitment to liberal education-understood, supported, and championed as the central and 
overarching framework for educational excellence in a democratic society. 

The association's approach to liberal education is inclusive, even ecumenical: 

Liberal learning is not confined to particular fields of study .... What matters in liberal 
education is substantial content, rigorous methodology and an active engagement 
with the societal, ethical and practical implications of our learning. The spirit and 
value of liberal learning are equally relevant to all forms of higher education and to 
an students." {MC&U Statement on Liberal Learning, October 1998) 

Recently, AAC&U released a comprehensive major study, Greater Expectations: A New Vision 
for Learning as a Nation Goes to College. Framed by leaders from the academy, public 
education, bu~iness, and civil society, the report outlines the kinds of learni11g that students 
need to navigate a world of diversity, complexity, and accelerating change. Thereport also 
urges that higher education scale up reforms already being pioneered on sorne pace.;setting 
campuses to provide every student with a rigorous, engaged, and practical liberal education. 

Sounding the Call will make the Greater Expectations recommendations an initial point of 
departure for its work. 
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Ill. Mission, Purposes and Composition of the Coalition for Ub~ral Education 
. . .. 

1. The Coalition will build public knowledge and support for liberal education for ~O students. It 
Will \'l(Ork to changeJhe terrns of diSCU~sJon about higher educatiqn ln .conternpor;:,iry §OCiety, ·and 
to build a case for liberal education asthe bestand mostpl"acti<::alf orm 9f le;:Jming for all college 
students and therefore as the standard of excellence for allof higher education. The Coalition 
will work in partnership with higher education through its alliance with AAC&U. 

2. The Coalition will be led by 30 business, civic, and public policy leaders, including school 
leaders. Coalition leaderswiU be chosen for their commitment to higher education, their ability 
to win public attention, and their willingness to serve as advocates for liberal educc:Hionas the 
best form of !earning for twenty-first century college students. Coalition leaders will be expected 
to contribute to and/or help secure financial support for a Pl!blicinformation campaignJo build 
public support for liberal education for all students. The Coalition will include the voices of 
college presidents and academic leaders through a working relationship with the AAC&U Board 
of Directors. The Coalition will consciously work to engage business and policy leaders who 
raise challenging and skeptical questions about the contemporary value of liberal education. 

3. Coalition leaders will guide a carefully planned and targeted public information campaign in 
support of liberal education for all students. The focus and themes of this campaign will evolve 
over time. 

4. The Coalition may tie its communications effort to "trigger issues" already in the public 
domain - e.g., access to college; accountability; admissions. 

5. The Coalition may also become a sponsor/publicist of findings from selected AAC&U 
projects. These projects will be done within the AAC&U Educational Affairs offices, but planned 
and funded with an eye to public communications. The Coalition may also commission reports 
or projects to be accomplished on its behalf by AAC&U staff or by other appropriate sources. 

6. To succeed with its public outreach effort, the Coalition may enlist assistance from 
specialists in implementing public information campaigns. 

7. The Coalition will work in concert with and be supported by staff in the President's Office and 
the Office of Communications and Public Affairs at AAC&U. 

Relation to AAC&U Board of Directors 

1. The Coalition will be an "arm" of AAC&U, and it will work in concert with the AAC&U Board of 
Directors. Board members will set a general direction for the Coalition in light of AAC&U's 
mission and strategic plan. Dialogue about the meaning and translation of the general direction 
will occur between Board and Coalition leaders. 

2. Coalition leaders will be recommended by the Board of Directors and Board members will 
make initial overtures to potential participants. (Note: we may want to include former board 
members in the pool of nominators as well.) 

3. A new Board Committee will provide oversight to the Coalition. That Committee may include 
additional members not on the AAC&U Board, such as former Board members committed to 
Sounding the Call for liberal Education. 
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Relation to AAC&U's Proposed Development Initiative 

1. The Coalition willbE} conceived as an activity with its own purposes, rather than as a central 
element in the AAC&U development plan. 

2. The Coalition willneed to be envisioned and established as a self-supporting enterprise in 
order to flourish. Funds raised for it should cover the cost of its intended activities and 
meetings, as well the costs of AAC&U staff who support it. MC&U cannot support it from 
current income. (MC&U anticipates that it can be staffed by members of the existing Office of 
Communications and Public Affairs.) 

3. The Executive Committee proposes that Coalition leaders be seen as "allies" of MC&U's 
development effort. As the Coalition for Liberal Education becomes established, the fundraising 
should produce income that contributes to AAC&U as a whole. 

Next Steps 

>Test the feasibility of this proposal over a one-year period (Jan 2004-Jan 2005) 

Pursue funding for Sounding the Call from foundations. (Two have already signaled initial 
interest.) 

Construct a profile of desired members and a set of nominees. 

Hold small gatherings with potential nominees to test levels of interest and support. 

Frame a charter "Call" for this group, derived from the Presidents' CALL statement, but 
written for a public, rather than an academic, audience. 

J1>- Tie the anticipated launch to MC&U's 901
h anniversary in January 2005. 

Invite potential coalition leaders to be part of the 2005 Annual Meeting. 

Make the 2005 Annual Meeting itself an occasion for a meeting of member presidents with 
coalition leaders. 
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Liberal Education and America's Promise 
Engaging the· Public with What Matters in College·· 

A Major Initiative of the Association of American Colleges and OniVEffSlfies 

Initiative Overview 

liberal, Education and America's Promise is a national effort to champfori the value ofliberal 
education-for j11<Jividual st1.1dents a11d f()r a nation depend(!nt on ecooornip c:re,tiyity and 
democratic vitality. This initiative will be launched in20Q5, on the occasionofAj).~&l.J's~gtti 
anniversary. It will commence "a milestone decade," leading to.AAC&l,J's ~.nt6,1J~i~l,,dµf'ingwhich 
AAC&U wm work to re:..establish the standing of liberal education as the n~tion's be~tinYestrnent in 
our shared future, to reach out to those who traditionally have been excludedfromJiberal<eciucation, 
and to demonstrate with how well today's college students are achieving importantfiben;il learning 
outcomes. · 

The themes addressed in the campaign will draw on AAC&U's current effortsthrotig~ i(~ ~Greater 
Expectations initiative to articulate the aims and outcomes of a twenty-fir5t century liberal education, 
and to fulfill the promise of educational excellence for all college students, especiallytl')ose who 
historically have been underserved by the academy. 

The intended campaign will include several strands of work: 

1. Sounding the Call: a decade-long effort to mobilize public support for liberal education as 
the best and most powerful form of college preparation for a fast-changing world. 

2. Providing Evidence: a systematic effort to provide periodic reports of "national indicators" 
for selected outcomes of a liberal education (e.g., analytical and communication skills, global 
and intercultural knowledge, scientific literacy, quantitative reasoning, eng~ged citizenship, 
etc.) and on students' educational achievement in these areas, as they leave high school and 
as they leave college. 

3. Building Capacity: a related effort to enhance AAC&U's own capacity to engage the public 
as well as the academy with the importance of liberal education, and to become a recognized 
source of evidence about the nation's progress in providing liberal education to all its 
students. 

4. (New Strand 4) Engaging Campuses: specific efforts to work with colleges and universities 
of every kind to develop and make visible new approaches to liberal education that can 
successfully prepare today's students for the new demands-personal, professional and 
civic-of contemporary life. 

AAC&U envisions this effort, not as a short-term project, but rather as a core dimension of the 
Association's work on behalf of its 975 member colleges and. universities. Liberal E<Jucation and 
America's Promise will augment and reinforce AAC&U's ongoing work-both externally funded, 
and member-supported-to reinvigorate undergraduate liberal educati9n for all college students. 
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ll~~ij: ;~~~t~:::l~~::e:::e::~::::~o:::::~~::tion 
'~~Jjf J, \': [f ~~~i\i~~#~; lll>;ial education--busifl<!$s, cl*, and school leaders Worl<lng with presidents, 
\~~?i ~~t~:~~::~ °j!~~~~~~~=~~sCtiolars In the academy-to lead the campaign and provide 

(~ ;,.< 
2~~~t~~~f~~~;:~;b'r;~~~~~.i~~.;';~~ ~l~~!t!~:"~i~~da:i:.d~~~~~;:.::::ie. of a 

,\ i .. · . .. . qQr'lt~mporacy liberal edycation, and establish their importance to individuals, society, and 
... , q~f'YlCIPra'.<w~ The·campaign wm include focus groups, message development, outreach to national 
· ilr1iif'3f1ibnalpress, and "training" of campus media staff to make a locaUy influential case for 
. liberill educaticm. 

"Pµ()llc He(Jrings"-as part of the campaign-that put employers and recent college graduates in 
' di'31Clgl.leWith campus faculty and leaders about.student learning in college . 

.. =:.: ·:>>··:~ .... f .. /·~:.::·: ~:' :·:-_"·.:·.: ;-.:. ..... . · .. ·:. ·. . . . ·. . . ·. 

· Public sl.lrveys~tied to the campaign-about the importance of selected liberal arts outcomes, 
and also periodic reports on students' levels of achievement, in school and in college, in selected 
liberal education outcomes (see Strand 2, below). 

Strand 2: Providing Evidence-Synthesizing and Reporting Findings on Liberal Education 
Outcomes-both on the opportunity to achieve, and evidence of the quality of achievement 

Partn{;lrship with appropriate research centers to identify and synthesize relevant data on 
liberal ecjucatiori outcomes; a research advisory committee to guide the effort. 

Student learning "indicators" on selected liberal education outcomes: what they are, why 
they matter, and what tlie evidence shows about their achievement. For example, for scientific 
literacy, the indicators might show what percentage of high school students graduate with the 
right preparation to pursue a scientific field in college (25% according to NSF); what percentage 
take any science beyond an introductory (usually required) level in college; and what studies such 
as the College Leaming Assessment reveal about graduating college seniors' ability to use 
scientific information in solving problems. 

Student learning reports, tied to the indicators, issued over time, that show progress (or not). 
both in high school and in college, on selected liberal education outcomes. 

Campus-based work: concerted attention to cultivating and assessing these (and related) 
liberal education outcomes, across-the-curriculum, incorporated into AAC&U's funded initiatives 
and continuing programs (e.g., summer institutes) for faculty and academic leaders. 

Strand 3: B1.tilding Capacity within AAC&U-to Provide Public Advocacy and Evidence 

Advancement: AAC&U needs to expand its ability to engage the many private family foundations 
and interested donors to support its work on behalf of liberal education; it plans a three-year 
expansion of its internal development capacity tied to this campaign. 

Public Communications: AAC&U wants to strengthen its internal capacity to publicize liberal 
education and engage policy leaders and the public with evidence about it. 
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.,e discussed at the October Board of Directors Meeting 

engaging a set of actively participating campuses emerged from 
the steps involved in "Sounding the CALL" (strand one) in selected pilot 

several campuses should take a leadership role in each pilot state, making 
of education a shared commitment, and engaging in both public advocacy 

·. and campus action to ensure that liberal education becomes a framework for all students' 
·learning. 

Conceivable steps include: 

A Call to Action: Several campuses agree to take the lead in each state or region, providing 
public leadership, visibility, and host sites for the effort. (Described as Greater Expectations 
Campuses?) 

S~Jf.;study and Priority Setting: Each campus assesses how well it is providing liberal education 
t() all students, using a common self-study framework; sets priorities for putting liberal learning at 
the c~nter. 

Guiding and Assessing Student Learning: Participating campuses begin using liberal 
education outcomes as a framework for student planning and progressive assessments of 
students' learning gains. 

Outreach to Underserved Students: Students who would benefit most from liberal education 
according to recent research are least likely to be aware of it. Participating campuses would 
develop programs to help students discover their own self-interest in achieving the outcomes that 
characterize a strong liberal education. 

Connecting Liberal Education and Careers: Participating campuses test models for helping 
students-including underserved students-make the connections between liberal education and 
employer expectations. 

Admissions, Advising and Orientation: Participating campuses put liberal education into the 
materials they use to attract, orient, guide and assess students, faculty, staff and trustees. 

Telling Student Stories: Campus efforts and achievements would be incorporated in Sounding 
the CALL, the public advocacy effort in each state. 
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